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BRUINS WIN FOUR CHAMPIONSHIPS
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Girls’ Varsity Field Hockey players celebrate the winning score in the IAAM C Conference championship game on Nov. 6. M. Bloom ’20 netted the goal in
sudden-death double overtime. Sophomore S. Lowe scored two goals for the Bruins and senior goalie E. Sakin made crucial saves in the 3-2 win.

by JACK SHEEHY ’17 and
ZACH STERN ’19

A

s soon as Caitlin Price ’19 sent the ball
off of freshman Molly Bloom’s stick
and into the goal, securing a sudden-death double-overtime championship victory for Girls’
Varsity Field Hockey, the unprecedented had
happened. For the second time in less than
24 hours, Park students in attendance eagerly
hopped off the bleachers and stormed the field
to celebrate with the winning side.
The night before, Saturday, November 5,
Girls’ Varsity Soccer captured an IAAM C Conference championship of its own, completing
an undefeated season with a thrilling 2-1 defeat
of St. Vincent Pallotti. They, too, were joined
on the field after the final buzzer by a large,
enthusiastic band of upper schoolers.
Both the Girls’ and Boys’ Cross Country
teams also won their conference championships, on October 25 and November 3, respectively. (See coverage of the Girls’ team in the
Nov. 2 issue of Postscript.)
Bloom’s November 6 goal clinched the Bruins’ fourth championship of the fall season, a remarkable feat unrivaled by any season in recent
history. Girls’ Athletic Director Robin Lowe

’84 has been a member of the Park community
for decades. “As far as I can tell, I don’t think
we’ve ever had any season like this,” Lowe said.
“Since I [started working] here—this is my 21st
year—I don’t think we’ve ever had more than
two championships in any one season.”
“The numbers didn’t really click at first. As
we wound our way down, it was like ‘this is
FOUR.’ Four championships out of six sports,”
Athletic Trainer Dan Lopez said. “Then everything started to get put together in the aftermath. [We realized]: ‘this can’t have happened
before.’”

Years in the making
The four fall championships were not a
stroke of pure luck; key contributions to all four
teams by talented underclassmen, strong senior
leadership, and a devotion to the program from
the athletic department helped bring these teams
to the top of their respective conferences this
season. Their successes are the culmination of
years of hard work and dedication from both
players and coaches.
“We have been deliberate in our development of each of these programs over time,”
Lowe said. “There has been a consistent effort
in every program to rebuild, and this year it has

finally paid off.”
“I hope [our athletic directors] feel a great
sense of satisfaction. They deserve to,” Head of
School Dan Paradis said. “I think they worked
really hard and it’s a nice moment when we can
celebrate, really, across the board.”
Lowe and her fellow Athletic Directors
Jenny Brennan and Dia Clark ’06 have a clear
vision for the program aimed at achieving consistent success. The dominance of Park teams
this fall is a big step in that direction. “It feels
good to win, and it feels good to learn how to
win. We’re certainly going to have schools that
are going to come after us hard next year, so that
motivation will be there to replicate this,” Brennan said. “In the long term it sets our program
up in a very positive way.”
“Each team has a couple of standout players
that younger players look up to—younger players in particular in the Middle School program
who are dying to play in the Upper School,”
Lowe said. “I’ve been talking with many eighth
graders who are looking forward to playing
high school sports because of the success of
this year’s fall teams.”
Winning four championships was not the
only thing that made this fall season unique:
tremendous fan support and an increased at-

tention to athletics within the community have
blossomed since the start of the school year. “I
feel that this fall our school opened its arms to
the athletic program and really supported us,”
Lowe said. “Our students were incredible with
their spirit, their positivity, and their support.”

Growing appreciation of athletes
This season has also demonstrated how athletics have become further ingrained within the
culture of the school. Brennan acknowledged
the growing appreciation for athletes donning
the brown and white. “I think it’s the same as
seeing The Sound of Music this fall,” she said.
“People are going to go and feel really good
about the talented folks they’re seeing on stage,
and this fall we saw some really talented folks
just in another branch of the school.”
The four championships have the potential
to alter the way all Bruins teams and the program as a whole are perceived. “I think we can
be really proud of how our student-athletes have
represented Park,” Paradis said.
Lopez added: “One would hope that this
helps in the continuing effort to put us on the
map athletically. Within our community this
kind of puts a spotlight on us … Hopefully
people take note.”
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Girls’ Soccer captures championship
by BENNETT DEMSKY ’18

Girls’ Varsity Soccer dominated
the IAAM C Conference this year
with a 10-0 record and a championship win over the St. Vincent Pallotti
Panthers. Led by senior captains Michelle Pais, Jenna Notaro, and Brooke
Cunningham, and anchored by three
all-conference players in Carrie Davis ‘20, Karinne Summers ‘19 and
Pais, the team scored an average of
five goals per game, and conceded an
average of less than one goal.
From day one, the coaches knew
that the team was going to have a
special year. “During preseason, we
had a hunch that it was going to be a
good season because we had a lot of
good returning players and a bunch
of talented players joining us,” head
coach Malick Mbengue said.
Mbengue, who teaches French
in the Upper School, is assisted by
Upper School biology teacher Jeff

Jennings and Middle School mathematics teacher Jeff Zerhusen.
In its first game of the year, Park
fell 2-1 in a scrimmage against
Friends School, a B Conference team.
As Friends plays in a higher conference, the Bruins were never expected
to win. This made the preseason loss
not disheartening, but rather encouraging. “It was actually a close game,
and we could have had more from
them,” Mbengue said. “It was after
that loss that we thought that this
might be a championship team.”
This sentiment was felt not only
by the team’s coaches, but by the captains as well. “Since the first game,
we thought we would have a really
successful season,” Pais said. Later
in the season, on Rivalry Day, Park
beat Friends 1-0 on the Quakers’
home field.
Girls’ Varsity Soccer began the
regular season by destroying Indian
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Girls’ Varsity Soccer was supported by a large group of loud
and enthusiastic Park students. The Bruins won the November 5 game, defeating Pallotti by a score of 2-1 for the IAAM
C Conference championship win.

The

Creek and Annapolis Area Christian
School 5-1 and 5-0, respectively. The
team then made a statement with a
seven-goal drubbing of St. Timothy’s
on September 20, and followed that
up with shutout wins over Oldfields
and Beth Tfiloh.
On October 6, Park played Pallotti—the team they would later beat
in the championship—at home. At
that point in the season, the Panthers,
too, were still unbeaten, and they represented the Bruins’ stiffest competition for the conference championship.
“Everyone knew that Pallotti was
going to be the hardest game of the
season,” Summers said. “The girls
from last year knew how physical
they were and weren’t as confident
we would win that game as we were
with the other games.”
But the players, showcasing their
clear edge in the talent department,
thrashed Pallotti to the tune of four
goals to nothing. “When we won [the
Pallotti game], everyone realized that
we weren’t just a contender for the
championship, we were going to win
it,” Summers said.
Part of the reason that Girls’ Varsity Soccer was so successful this year
was the team’s exceptional chemistry.
“We only had three seniors, so it was
a pretty young team, and the seniors
did a great job of rallying around the
younger players,” Mbengue said.
It was this cohesiveness, more
than anyone’s individual talent, that
created the offensive and defensive
juggernaut that was this year’s Girls’
Varsity Soccer team. “We had a really
good dynamic because we were all
comfortable with each other.” Notaro
said.
Perhaps Park’s toughest challenge
came in the unlikely form of The Key
School, which finished 8th in the C
Conference this year. “It was the only
game where we were down at the
half, and that was a game where ev-
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L. Mantilla ’19 dribbles up the field in the championship
game. She is among a strong group of underclassmen who
were key in this team’s success.
eryone came to the realization that we
had to work for our win,” Pais said.
And work for their win they did.
The team scored multiple goals in
the second half, triumphing over Key
with a score of 5-3. The win provided
crucial momentum for the Bruins before the playoffs and solidified their
hold on the number one seed.
After cruising past Key and St.
Timothy’s in the conference quarterfinals and semifinals with a combined
score of 11-1, Park played Pallotti
on November 5 in the championship
game at Anne Arundel Community
College.
The match started off well for the
Bruins. Not long after the start, midfielder Bella Palumbi ‘20 dribbled
down the left side and crossed it to
Pais, who slotted it into the goal.
Later in the half, Pallotti tied the
score on a penalty kick, and with the
teams deadlocked at one, goalkeeper
Simone Nikitina ’18 kept the Bruins
in the game with several important
saves. “There was a lot of tension

BOYS’ SOCCER FALLS IN CONFERENCE SEMI
by LIZZIE KANE ’18
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during the game, but it was rarely
ever directed at anyone on the team,
and rather at the other team or just at
the score,” Summers said.
With two minutes left in the second half, Davis dribbled down the
field in what was one of Park’s last
chances to score. “I just remember
saying to myself that we were still in
the game, and we could win. Once I
got the ball, I turned to face the field,
and saw two defenders and a hell of a
lot of space behind them. I just zoned
out, took one more small touch, and
hit it.” Davis sent the ball into the
goal from outside the box, cementing
the championship and capping off an
undefeated season.
The Girls’ Varsity Soccer program is full of young talent. Davis,
Palumbi, and Summers are among
the underclassmen who played fundamental roles. Given that, as long as
the Bruins stay motivated, the future
of the program looks bright. “We are
the best team in the C Conference,”
Mbengue said.

Boys’ Varsity Soccer advanced to the semifinals in the MIAA B Conference by beating
Gerstell in a 1-0 home quarterfinal game. The
Bruins, on the road, lost 4-1 against Severn to
finish its season.
The team ended its regular season with a
record of 10-6, placing fourth in Conference
standings. The Bruins improved upon last
seasons’ 8-8 record, and also scored 16 more
goals over last year’s total – placing third in the
conference for goals.
“We got off to a rocky start, one I don’t think
the coaches or the boys were real happy with,”
assistant coach Roger Seidenman ’85 said. “As
the season wore on, things started to click.”
Seidenman worked alongside Tarik Walker
under head coach Zack Flores. “[Each coach]
brings a different characteristic to the team,”
starting striker Liam Bannon ’18 said. “Flores
is a good tactician but he’s also really funny.
Tarik is quieter, but he makes some really good
points at halftime and at the end of the games.
Roger is always there to work with the goalies.”
Captains Jacob Hulit ’17, Bennett Abrams
’17, and Devin Lowe ’17 were all key contributors to the team’s success. “Devin was always
a threat to score when he had the ball up near

the top of the box,” Seidenman said. “Bennett
was invaluable in our possession game, and we
couldn’t have had the success we did without
him. Jacob was just rock solid defensively, as
he’s been for the last three seasons.”
The captains were not the only ones who carried the team, though. “A bunch of the members
of the junior class really stepped up,” Abrams
said. “Xandi [Egginton ’18] and Liam were both
leaders on and off the field and good examples
for a lot of the younger guys, and I think Okezie
[Okoro ’18] really came into his own at the end
of the season. In general, all the seniors were
role models for the rest of the team on how to
act and really fight.”
The team dynamic also improved this year.
“It was definitely a lot more light-hearted than
I’ve seen in the past two years being on varsity,”
Hulit said. “It’s always fun, and even though
there was a lot more joking around this year, we
were still able to miraculously focus in when
it came time.”
Currently, Bannon and Egginton are leading
offseason practices with freshmen and sophomores, already focused on getting better for the
2018 season. “I think there are a lot of young
guys on the team who contributed this year and I
think there’s only more to come,” Abrams said.
“The sky’s the limit for next year.”
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SENIORS PROPEL BOYS’ XC
TO MIAA B CONF. CROWN
by MONTANA LOVE ’18

Boys’ Varsity Cross Country became the second Park team to garner
a championship title this fall season.
The team entered the championship
race November 1, tied in first place
with John Carroll and Boys’ Latin in
the MIAA B Conference. Park won
the race by massive margins with a
score of 32 points, besting John Carroll and Boys’ Latin by 28 and 33
points, respectively.
All seven members of the Varsity
team set personal records on race
day. “I wouldn’t have been surprised
if one or two guys had that caliber of
a race, but to have all seven guys on
Varsity have that level of improvement and for everybody to have a
great race all on the same day, at the
championship, it’s sort of a once in a
lifetime—lightning striking—type of
situation,” history department chair
and coach John Kessinger said.
The team—three sophomores,
one junior, and three seniors—was
led by captains Timmy Barrick ’17
and Brian Malone ’17. Both captains
were key in the team’s success, with
Malone placing second for Park and
fourth in the B conference, and Barrick in first for both Park and in the

conference.
The captains entered the season
set on winning the championship.
“Being champions, of course, is what
our goal was the entire time,” Malone
said. “Timmy and I sat down with
John last year, and told him that all
we wanted was to put up a banner.”
Barrick ran a full minute faster
than his time in last year’s championship, coming in at 16 minutes, 38
seconds. “When I got to the race, I
felt really strong and was just ready
to kill it. I was very emotional because it was my last race of senior
year and my last cross country meet;
I wanted … to do the best that I possibly could and not hold back at all,”
Barrick said.
The captains and coaches also
emphasized team building throughout the season. “Timmy, John, and I
talked about trying to get the whole
team involved—not just one through
six or one through seven, but one
through 17. I felt like as a group we
were a lot more connected than we
were last year, so it was a lot of fun,”
Malone said.
Their efforts paid off in creating
a successful whole-team dynamic.
“The team’s really welcoming and
it doesn’t seem like there’s a big dif-

ference between the [runners in] different grades,” Peter Luljak ’19 said.
“Timmy gives really inspirational
speeches, and Timmy and Brian
both take [being captains] pretty seriously.”
History teacher and assistant
coach Daniel Jacoby agreed. “I
thought the senior captains really
came through in getting everyone to
stay healthy, push themselves in practice, and prepare themselves mentally
for the races.”
The season did not come without
injury challenges. Bennett Demsky
’18 was sidelined early in the season
with a vertebral stress fracture, and
Malone also struggled with a back
injury in the beginning of the year.
“Brian spent a lot of time with
[Athletic Trainer] Dan [Lopez] when
he was hurt. His commitment to doing what Dan suggested to recover
from the injury is why he did recover
and was able to run so well in the last
couple meets of the season,” Kessinger said. “It’s also important that
while he was hurt and not running,
he maintained a close relationship to
the guys on the team…[being] with
them every day.”
Malone was ultimately able to
return and shaved 45 seconds off of

goals. “The coaches created a game
plan specifically for St. Tim’s so that
we could figure out ways to get good
scoring opportunities.”
Park opened the scoring midway
through the first half with a goal
from Lowe assisted by sophomore
Julia Russel, but St. Tim’s responded
quickly with a goal of its own. The
game remained tied 1-1 until late in
the second half, when Lowe was able
to score again, this time off of an assist from senior captain Anna-Rose
Leder at the top of the circle.
“When I passed the ball to Sydney
and she scored our second goal of the
game, we looked at each other and
our jaws dropped because we were

so excited,” Leder said.
“Anna and Sydney had a beautiful connection on the second goal,”
head coach and PE teacher Kara
Hickok ’95 said. “It was absolutely
exhilarating and lifted everyone to
keep going.”
With a 2-1 lead and less than
10 minutes remaining in the game,
Bruin Athletic Council Leader Steven
Villacorta ’17 began telling student
supporters on the sideline the plan
for rushing the field after a Bruins
victory. St. Tim’s, however, was not
going to give up the championship
without a fight.
St. Tim’s immediately went on the
offensive, retaining possession of the
ball in Park’s defensive half for the
majority of the final five minutes.
They repeatedly challenged senior
captain and goalie Eliana Sakin, who
laid out on the turf for several key
saves.
“[Eliana] rose to the challenge and
took some chances that were huge
plays. [When she made] those big
saves, it elevated the team to stay in
it and keep pushing,” Hickok said.
St. Tim’s was finally able to slot
a goal past Sakin with less than two
minutes remaining in regulation,
sending the game into a reducedsquad sudden death overtime.
The game continued back-andforth in overtime as each team had
strong opportunities to score. With
only seven players per team still running the full field, exhaustion began
to show on both sides.
“It’s really hard to keep going af-

3
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Senior captain Timmy Barrick runs in the MIAA Cross Country
Championship November 1 at Stevenson University. Barrick
placed first in the B Conference with a personal-best time of
16:38, leading the Bruins to a resounding victory in the meet.
his championship time from last year.
Although Varsity will lose three
seniors next season, the team will be
headlined by Matthew Hudes ’19,
Finn Council ’19, and Luljak, all

of whom placed in the top 11 in the
championship. “I’m optimistic about
next year, and hope to attract a few
new runners who would like to come
help defend the title,” Jacoby said.

ter already playing an entire game,”
Sakin said. “On both teams, I could
see that everyone was moving slower
and relying more on the ball’s movement than their own.”
The clock ticked through the first
10-minute overtime period and into
the second as the score remained
locked 2-2. With four minutes on the
clock, Park set up for a penalty corner following a St. Tim’s foul. Molly
Bloom ’20 sent the ball to Lowe, who
passed it to Caitlin Price ’19 at the
top of the circle. Price lifted the ball
to the upper-left corner of the goal,
where Bloom was able to deflect it
in for the game-winner.
Park supporters stormed the field
and celebrated as the captains hoisted
the trophy. “Based on how the game
went through regulation, it was a very
even competition,” Lowe said. “In the
end, it just came down to who wanted
to win the most.”
The championship victory comes
in the Bruins’ first year in the IAAM
C Conference, after many years in the
B Conference, where they struggled
against some of the conference’s
highly skilled and perennially competitive teams.
The championship, however, was
won not only due to this move: “It’s
never easy to win a championship,”
Director of Athletics Robin Lowe ‘84
said. “[Hickok] has worked really deliberately to grow the program.”
The team, led by captains Leder, Sakin, and Montana Love ‘18,
worked hard to make the season successful. “We had a lot of self-motivat-

ed players and people pushing others
to improve,” Hickok said.
“Kids were gathering over the
summer and on weekends,” Lowe
’84 said. “A lot of our successes [as
a department] happen because athletes give more to the sport than just
two hour practices, Monday through
Friday.”
Despite encountering some roadblocks during the season, including
regular season losses to Key and St.
Tim’s, the Bruins worked hard to
learn from setbacks.
“After rough games, we would always discuss what our faults had been
in the previous game and how we
could improve,” Leder said. “What
was amazing was that after the meetings, everyone was able to implement
what had been talked about into their
play.”
“[The captains] really helped us
push through when we were struggling or lost a game to make sure
we’d come out stronger,” Lowe ’19
added.
The team’s resiliency, tenacity,
and chemistry were what, in the end,
allowed the Bruins to come away
with a victory in such a hard-fought
game.
“I have had the chance to see the
team grow tremendously over the
past few years. Winning the league
[championship] meant everything,”
Sakin said. “It was amazing for the
team, but it also felt great to have
Kara and the other coaches be so
proud of everything we have accomplished during the season.”

Field Hockey wins championship in 2OT
by LEAH GENTH ’18

For the first time in over 20 years,
Varsity Field Hockey has brought
home a championship. The IAAM
C Conference championship game
took place Sunday, November 6 at
Archbishop Spalding High School.
The game brought together
number-one-seeded Park (12-2) and
number-two-seeded St. Timothy’s
(11-2-1) in a hard-fought, evenly
matched contest.
“Going into the championship,
we knew St. Tim’s was very strong
defensively,” said Sydney Lowe ’19,
who scored two of the Bruins’ three
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C. Price ’19 carries the ball up the field in the Bruins’ IAAM
C Conference quarterfinal on October 31 at Kelly Field. Park
won the game handily, defeating Seton Keough 7-0.
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Upper School reacts to election results
by MOLLIE EISNER ’17

W

hile I understand the importance of humanizing Trump
supporters, I think we all need to recognize that Trump
got elected because we are living in a deeply racist society.
Trump’s presidency will likely cause major damage to this country [because] we now have a Republican-controlled House and
a Republican-controlled Senate, and he will be able to appoint
at least one Supreme Court Justice. We cannot forget about
Mike Pence, who will likely play a large role in governing this
country. [He] wanted to require funerals for fetuses and voted
against a bill to prevent hate crimes. Trump and Pence are not
just your standard Republicans; they are racist, misogynistic,
homophobic wackos.
—Alexa Philippe ’20

T

he morning after [the election], I almost couldn’t get out
of bed. What I’m feeling right now is fear and hopelessness—fear because of what Trump stands for, and hopelessness
because there are people who believe in, or don’t care about, the
things Trump has said and done. He has talked about sexually
assaulting women and has disrespected people who are disabled,
people who identify as LGBTQ+, and people of color. Yet, for
some people, that doesn’t matter. What makes this situation
worse is that our country chose Trump.
—Dakotah Jennifer ’18

T

he most saddening part of this election for me wasn’t the
result, but the divide that has widened between conservatives and liberals. I’m deeply concerned both by Park students
crying because Hillary lost and people on Facebook calling
Trump supporters Nazis. As someone who has always had a
deep belief in America’s ability to overcome differences in political beliefs to work together, the increasing divide and hostility
between liberals and conservatives makes me worried for the
future of our country.
I finally decided on voting for Donald Trump after reading
through the WikiLeaks emails released in the days and weeks
leading up to the election. While Donald Trump was far from
an ideal candidate, I could never justify voting for a candidate
who had mentions of “pay to play letters” as well as proof of
accepting donations from foreign governments hosted illegally
on private servers. In my opinion, these actions were completely
unacceptable and against everything the United States should,
and will continue to, stand for.
—Nick Forward ’17

The November 9 assembly, following the election night of
one of the most contentious presidential races ever, was meant
to recognize an historic event: the election of the first female
president of the United States. Principal Nancy Dickson and
Dean of Students Traci Wright scrambled to prepare a different
kind of assembly, after Donald Trump’s unprecedented win.
“We hadn’t planned for it at all. Just like everyone else, we
did not see this as a possibility,” Dickson said.
That morning, Dickson and Wright both received an email
from a student that said, according to Wright, “in the same way
that we allowed time for students to process after the unrest in
Baltimore, it would be really important to provide that space
today.”
In the assembly, Dickson and Wright offered students and
faculty an opportunity to share their thoughts during a town hall
meeting. The room was filled with a distinct mood—solemn
and mournful. Many students were driven to tears. Dickson and
Wright travelled up and down the aisles, passing microphones
to amplify voices. Students participated in an emotional, dimensional dialogue about feminism, fear, the political process, and
historical comparisons, among other things.
Assembly ended with a speech from Dickson (excerpted at
right), originally written with a different president-elect in mind.
Students and faculty stayed to watch speeches by Hillary
Clinton and President Obama, despite the fact that they ran into
class time.
“This is where I think Park is remarkable,” Dickson said.
“I didn’t hear a single faculty member speak up out of frustration that their class and their intentions for the day had been
thwarted. That shows that Park above all recognizes that the
academic integrity of the classroom is not more important than
our integrity as a community.”
During lunch, different discussion groups met to address the
issues that have been at the forefront of the election. Two of the
groups were titled “Exploring Whiteness” and “Empowering
Women and Girls.”
Over the past days, there has been a shift in focus: students
and faculty now contemplate actions they can take to ensure
that the country is headed in the right direction. “I am excited
to be here because the energy feels different,” Dickson said. “I
have faith that the Park student is not going to let what we feel
right now live and die in this one week. I have no doubt that this
energy is going to continue, and with that is going to come a call
to action and trying to energize all members of our community.”
What surrounds this article are the range of reactions to the
election.

T

M

y responsibility, as a parent in that moment with my
curious, optimistic four-year-old who values fairness
and lives in a concrete reality, was to explain to Eloise why the
idea of a “girl” president was so surprising.
“Well,” I said, “it’s silly, but for a long time, people thought
women weren’t as good at doing things as men. They thought
women were only good at being moms.”
Eloise’s response was reassuring. “That’s silly,” she said. “I
can do a flip [she can’t] and Daddy has a hurt knee.”
That moment, however, fired me up for the day ahead. When
I donned my pantsuit and got in the car for the drive to school,
NPR referenced a fact I knew but hadn’t considered fully: that
this election had the potential for the first African American
president to pass the reins to the first female president. Which
means that my daughter, and all the Lower School students,
have grown up and would have experienced their childhood
with voices representative of different populations, with a person
leading our country who maybe this time around, or last time
around, looked like them.
—Nancy Dickson, Upper School Principal, excerpted
from her November 9 assembly speech

T

here are many parallels between [Andrew] Jackson and
[Donald] Trump—goofy hair, performative aggressive
volatility, being a “straight talking” public figure—that were all
the same form of personal branding. And the biggest, scariest
parallel is that both men’s political platforms rested on the removal of Brown people. Andrew Jackson succeeded: he inflicted
the Trail of Tears on thousands of people. Jackson proves that a
man like Trump is capable of atrocities, checks and balances be
damned. We all must be vigilant.
—Ellie Pelton ’17

A

lthough many of us are angry, frustrated, and dumbfounded about the election results, we must seek to
educate ourselves—both about Trump supporters and about the
Trump administration’s proposed laws and policies. While some
Trump supporters do represent hatred and deplorability, others
are struggling, frustrated citizens of this country. We cannot
criticize until we have a level of understanding and empathy.
Additionally, if we are knowledgeable about policies and laws,
we can protest, and through protest, we can maintain the power
to create change.
—Rebecca Margolis ’17

A

here is one thing about this election that has struck me
more than anything else: the level of misogyny and hatred of women in this country. Women are constantly expected
to walk, talk, and look a certain way. Clinton dared to counter
that; she went against the status quo, and I will always be proud
of her for that. I want everyone at Park to think about the level
of disappointment they feel right now, and consider, if misogyny
were not so rampant, would Clinton have won? The next time
a woman talks about her experiences with misogyny and you
write it off, please consider this election. If the election has accomplished anything, it has shown us the level of misogyny in
the United States.
—Meg Piper ’17

lthough Hillary Clinton won the popular vote, she didn’t
win it by much. A significant portion of the country
chose to vote for Donald Trump, and they weren’t all evil. They
weren’t even all White guys. Almost half of them were women,
and some of them were Black and Hispanic. I just don’t believe
they are all evil people. Most of the people who voted for him
don’t support his racist or sexist positions, but they feel left
behind by America, and are hoping he’ll shake up the system.
If we demonize this part of the population, they’ll continue to
radicalize and radicalize, and we’ll never get anything done. In
order to move forward, we need to invite the Trump supporters
back into our world, and make an attempt to understand and
reconcile our differences.
—Isaac Lichtenstein ’18
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